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Abstract: The present study utilizes three high-resolution simulations from the Regional Climate
Model version 4 (RegCM4) to examine the late 21st century changes (2080–2099) in the West African
Monsoon (WAM) features. A set of three Earth System Models are utilized to provide initial and
lateral boundary conditions to the RegCM4 experiments. Our analysis focuses on seasonal mean
changes in WAM large-scale dynamical features, along with their connections with the summer
monsoon precipitation. In the historical period, the simulation ensemble means mimic reasonably
well the intensity and spatial distribution of the WAM rainfall as well as the WAM circulation patterns
at different scales. The future projection of the WAM climate exhibits warming over the whole West
Africa leading to precipitation reduction over the Sahel region, and a slight increase over some
areas of the Guinea Coast. The position of the African Easterly Jet (AEJ) is shifted southward and
the African Easterly Waves (AEWs) activities are reduced, which affect in turn the WAM rainbelt
characteristics in terms of position and strength. Overall the changes in simulated AEJ and AEWs
contribute substantially to reduce the seasonal summer mean precipitation in West Africa by the late
21st century, with prevailing negative changes in the Savanna-Sahel region. To further explore the
robustness of the relationships revealed in this paper, future studies using different high-resolution
regional climate models with large ensemble are recommended.

Keywords: RegCM4; climate change; West African Monsoon; African Easterly Jet; African Easterly
Waves; high-resolution regional climate models

1. Introduction

In the tropical West Africa, climate is dictated by the West African Monsoon (WAM) system, which
is strongly influenced by climate change and climate variability. The WAM is extremely important
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for the agricultural system due to its role in providing a large amount of summer precipitation to the
local population whose livelihoods primarily rely on rain-fed agriculture. The WAM system exerts
high inter-annual and intra-seasonal variability driven by complex interactions between different
large-scale dynamical features, which include the African Easterly Jet (AEJ) and the African Easterly
Waves (AEWs). Any variability of these features could influence both the position and intensity of the
WAM [1]. Therefore, changes in the summer monsoon precipitation regime are very critical because it
is one of the weather elements whose future changes will adversely impact the economy of the West
Africa where agriculture depends significantly on rainfall.

The AEJ is a mid-tropospheric jet with a strong zonal wind structure (up to ≈10 m/s) located
between 600 and 700 hPa. The AEJ develops over the northern hemisphere. This dynamical feature is
linked to the meridional surface moisture and temperature gradients between the Sahara and equatorial
Africa tied to the deep convective heating [2,3]. The AEJ is maintained by the juxtaposition of dry
convection to the north and moist convection to the south [4–7]. The instabilities around this circulation
pattern generate a perturbation called the AEWs, which have been identified as the main mechanism
controlling convection and rainfall patterns [8–10]. AEWs are generated upstream of the Sudanese
high lands and propagate across West Africa around the mid-tropospheric AEJ through a combination
of baroclinic and barotropic conversion [3,11,12]. Previous studies have discussed the relation between
the AEWs formation and the instability associated with the meridional gradient of reversed isentropic
potential vorticity (IPV). For instance, Leroux and Hall [13] showed that the AEWs are maintained by
combined baroclinic and barotropic conversions, whereas Thorncroft and Blackburn [4] found that the
wave generation is related to the existence of the AEJ.

Overall, both AEWs and AEJ dynamical features (their intensity and latitudinal position) have a
great influence on the WAM precipitation regime, indicating complex interactions between monsoon
dynamical features and convection [3,14,15]. For instance, the seasonal migration of the AEJ towards
the equator corresponds to a dry year in the Sahel characterized by weaker low-level southwesterly
monsoon flow, a stronger AEJ and weaker shear in the 700-hPa easterly jet south of the equator as well as
a reduced southward extension of upper-level easterlies over West Africa [16–21]. Nicholson et al. [21]
and Sylla et al. [22] showed that the north–south displacement of the AEJ core during the monsoon season
strongly affects the intra-seasonal fluctuation in the position of the main summer monsoon rainbelt.
Likewise, the AEWs exert a greater influence on high-frequency rainfall variability [23–25]; through
the initiation and organization of mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) and squall lines [9,26,27].

More recently, there have been remarkable efforts to improve our understanding of the West
African climate system using a regional climate modeling approach [28–35]. For instance, a number
of projects have been developed to advance the understanding of the WAM system [31–35] and to
comparatively assess the modeling of the WAM mean climatology and its projected changes [29,36,37].
Such studies are based on the physical understanding of the monsoon system, along with its variability
and rely mostly on the ability of regional climate models to accurately represent large-scale circulation
features [3,16,17,19,38–40]. However, despite the critical influence of the WAM characteristics on
the summer precipitation, there are still unresolved questions on how various levels of increases in
radiative forcing could affect the monsoon dynamical features and rainfall at the late 21st century
(2080–2099).

In fact, a limited number of studies have attempted to investigate the relationship between
changes in WAM features and precipitation changes [16,17,19,22,36,38,40–43]. In this study, we utilize
an unprecedented high-resolution regional climate model RegCM4 simulations over the West Africa
domain under two Representative Concentration Pathways (RCP4.5 and RCP8.5) in the late 21st
century to investigate the relationship between the AEJ, the AEWs, the convection, and summer
monsoon precipitation changes. Since the overall evaluation of the RegCM4 historical simulations
has been previously performed by Sylla et al. [44] and Kebe et al. [45], in this paper we primarily
focused our analysis on the changes (future projections) in the summer seasonal 2m-temperature
(T2m), precipitation, and WAM large-scale characteristics based on the two scenarios. Additionally,
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a series of statistical covariance analysis are carried out in order to establish the coupling between
precipitation and AEJ, as well as precipitation and AEWs.

The article is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the model physics, experimental design,
and analysis method. Results and discussion are presented in Section 3, while in Section 4 we present
the summary and main conclusions.

2. Model Descriptions, Experiments Configurations, and Methods

We utilized a large ensemble of high-resolution regional climate model (RCM) simulation over
a West African domain (Figure 1) using the Regional Climate Model version 4 (RegCM4; [46]). In
this study, we utilized the RegCM model version 4.3 (RegCM4.3, hereafter RegCM4).The RegCM4
modeling system offers various physics scheme options, which are described and summarized in [46].
For our experiments, the selected physics options are (i) the scheme of Kiehl et al. [47] for the radiation,
(ii) the Community Land Model version 4.5 (CLM4.5) [48] for the representation of the interactions
between land-surface processes and the atmosphere, (iii) The Massachusetts Institute of technology
cumulus convection scheme of Emanuel [49,50], (iv) the scheme of Zeng et al. [51] to represent the
fluxes from the ocean, and (v) the SUBgrid EXplicit (SUBEX) moisture resolvable scale precipitation
scheme of Pal et al. [52]. The aforementioned setup for the RegCM4 model setting is similar to those
described and used in Sylla et al. [44], Kebe et al. [45], and Tall et al. [53]. For more details regarding
the RegCM4 configuration, for brevity the reader is directed to both Sylla et al. [44] and Kebe et al. [45].
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RegCM4 experiments were performed using a horizontal grid spacing of 25 km with 18 vertical
levels. A set of three Earth System Models (ESMs) (GFDL-ESM2M, HadGEM2-ES, and MPI-ESM; see
Table 1) participating in the fifth phase of the Coupled Model Inter-comparison Project (CIMIP5) [54]
were utilized to provide initial and lateral boundary conditions to the RegCM4 experiments. Table 1
provides the ESMs information, while Table 2 summarizes the simulation periods (two 20-year time
periods): (i) 1985–2004 for the historical (reference) period, and (ii) 2080–2099 for the late 21st century
under two Radiative Concentration Pathways (RCP4.5 and RCP8.5), the experiment acronyms, and the
driving ESMs for each experiment. Note that the three ESMs were selected due to their availability
at the time of completion of these simulations, but also have exhibited adequate skills over West
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Africa. A previous study by Kebe et al. [45] focused on analyzing the historical simulations, which they
compared/evaluated against various observations and reanalysis. They highlighted the added value of
the RegCM4 over the different driving ESMs in simulating the WAM mean seasonal climatology and
its associated large scale circulation features.

Table 1. List of CMIP5 Global Climate Models (GCMs) used to initialize and drive the different
RegCM4 simulations.

CMIP5 GCMs Used to Drive the RegCM4

Name GFDL-ESM2M HadGEM2-ES MPI-ESM-MR

Short Name Used in the
Paper GFDL HA MPI

Institution

National Oceanic
Atmospheric

Administration—Geophysical
Fluid Dynamic

Laboratory, USA

Met Office Hadley
Centre, United Kingdom

Max Planck Institute for
Meteorology, Germany

Grid Resolution 2.0225◦ × 2.5◦ 1.25◦ × 1.875◦ 1.8653◦ × 1.875◦

Reference [55] [56] [57]

Table 2. List of RegCM4 experiments for historical (reference) and late 21st century under both scenarios.

Type of
Experiment
Scenarios

Experiment Period Driving GCMs Experiment Names

GCM RegCM4

Reference
(Historical) 1985–2004

GFDL-ESM2M GFDL RegCM_GFDLhis

HadGEM2-ES HA RegCM_HAhis

MPI-ESM-MR MPI RegCM_MPIhis

RCP4.5 2080–2099
GFDL-ESM2M GFDL45 RegCM_GFDL45

HadGEM2-ES HA45 RegCM_HA45

MPI-ESM-MR MPI45 RegCM_MPI45

RCP8.5 2080–2099
GFDL-ESM2M GFDL85 RegCM_GFDL85

HadGEM2-ES HA85 RegCM_HA85

MPI-ESM-MR MPI85 RegCM_MPI85

In this paper we primarily focused on future projections based on two scenarios. Indeed, we
utilized the 1985–2004 period as historical (reference) period for the calculation of changes in the late
21st century (change = (2080–2099) minus (1985–2004)). We examined and inter-compared the model
simulations with their ensemble mean to account for the progressive change of the West African climate
system. We investigated to what extent anthropogenic climate change affects the WAM large-scale
dynamical features. Specifically, we focused on examining how convection, AEJ, AEWs, and their
relationship with precipitation are changing in the late 21st century. In terms of change, the growth and
propagation of these features along with their dynamics and interactions with precipitation patterns
were also investigated. Finally, a series of statistical covariance analyses were carried out in order
to establish the coupling between precipitation and AEJ, as well as precipitation and AEWs. These
approaches identify where both climate variable relationships have strengthened or weakened under
global warming in the late 21st century.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Mean Changes in Summer Monsoon Climatology of 2m-Temperature, Precipitation, and Vertical Tendency

Figure 2 shows the mean June-July-August-September (JJAS) 2m-temperature (T2m) changes
under the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios over West Africa from each RegCM4 experiment and their
multi-model ensemble mean. All experiments are in good agreement and exhibit large T2m warming
(increases) over West Africa. The RegCM4 ensemble means (RCM-MME45 and RCM-MME85) predict
more extended surface warming, but with more pronounced increases projected under the RCP8.5
scenario (Figure 2e–h). For example, the warming ranges from 4 to 7◦C in RegCM_HA85 (Figure 2f)
while in RegCM_HA45 (Figure 2b) the changes are in the range of 2–4◦C in the Sahara Desert. Overall
under RCP4.5 scenario the T2m changes do not exceed 3 ◦C in both Sahel and Sahara, while under
RCP8.5 the warming could reach 5 ◦C over the Sahara Desert (see Figure 2f–h). These amplitudes of
temperature change are in line with previous studies [58–62], with most intense warming occurring
over the Sahel and Sahara, i.e., above 10◦ N. Increased air temperatures have several consequences
for the West African climate over some specific region, particularly in the Sahel-Sahara region. All
experiments have in common that T2m increases more in land (continental) areas than in the ocean.
These thermal changes therefore alter the basic energy conditions, which in turn will affect large-scale
monsoon characteristics in the future.

Figure 3 displays the corresponding precipitation change from different simulations along with
their multi-model ensemble mean under the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 emission scenarios. The projected
changes in rainfall distributions over northern Africa indicate high uncertainty compared to the
consistent projected T2m warming. The RCP8.5 provides the most substantial changes in precipitation
over West Africa. A reduction of precipitation develops during the summer months, i.e., JJAS and
extends into most of the West African regions particularly over the West Sahel and Savanna region.
All simulations agreed that there is more than a 25% decrease in precipitation, with stronger drier
conditions over the Western Sahel (Senegal and neighboring areas) in the late future. This may likely
be due to the extended surface warming projected in this region, which leads to drier soils (lower
evaporative cooling and cloudiness) [38,61]. RegCM_MPI45 and RCM-MME45 show no significant
changes over the Guinea Coast under RCP4.5 (Figure 3b,d). However under RCP8.5 (Figure 3e–h)
both RegCM_HA85 and RegCM_MPI85 project a modest precipitation increase in the range of 10%
over the Guinea coast (between 5◦–10◦ N, 12◦ W–Equator) and 20% in East Sahel (between 15◦–20◦

N, 10◦–25◦ E). The results of the projected changes under RCP8.5 in JJAS summer monsoon rainfall
are in agreement with the studies of Hulme et al. [63], Monerie et al. [64], Akinsanola et al. [65], and
Diedhiou et al. [66], who also individually have reported that the WAM region will experience a slight
increase in mean precipitation in the future over the Guinea coast, while the western Sahel, particularly
Senegal and Mali, is likely to experience drier conditions.

To explain why most of West Africa undergoes a negative rainfall change in future climate, we show
in Figure 4 the mean vertical velocity designating vertical motion in the atmosphere integrated between
850 and 300 hPa for the historical period (upper), the late 21st century under RCP4.5 (middle) and
RCP85 (bottom) from both the individual members and their ensemble mean. Note negative (positive)
values of vertical velocity correspond to upward (downward) motion. Nearly, all models simulate
accurately a zonal band of upward vertical motion associated with the Inter-Tropical Convergence
Zone (ITCZ) near 10◦ N, where most of the convective systems occur. In all experiments, RegCM4
simulated a stronger core above the mountainous regions such as Guinea Highlands, Jos Plateau, and
Cameroon. Likewise, despite using different driving ESM, in all simulations the RegCM4 simulates
largest deep convection over the top of mountains where higher precipitation amount and lower T2m
are simulated. This proves again the skill of RegCM4 to simulate accurately the fine scale features over
regions with complex topography.
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Figure 2. Projected changes in mean June-July-August-September (JJAS) 2m-temperature (in ◦C) under
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(c) RegCM_MPI45, (d) RCM-MME45, (e) RegCM_GFDL85, (f) RegCM_HA85, (g) RegCM_MPI85, and
(h) RCM-MME85.
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Figure 4. Seasonal mean of vertical velocity (unit: Pa/s) for JJAS from (a) RegCM_GFDLhis, (b)
RegCM_HAhis, (c) RegCM_MPIhis, (d) RCM-MME, (e) RegCM_GFDL45, (f) RegCM_HA45, (g)
RegCM_MPI45, (h) RCM-MME45, (i) RegCM_GFDL85, (j) RegCM_HA85, (k) RegCM_MPI85, (l)
and RCM-MME85.

The atmospheric vertical motion mostly decreases under the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios leading
to a reduction in the late future over most of West African regions (Figure 5). Figure 5 shows that the
descending motion prevails between the Sahara and the equator, with the largest downward motion
projected over complex terrain, where the maximum values were found. Overall, the future changes
in vertical velocity indicate a possible alteration and weakening in the overall convection, which are
consistent with the projected summer monsoon precipitation weakening over the region, specifically
west of Sahel and Savanna region.

Figure 6 displays the latitude–height cross sections of projected changes in potential temperature
averaged between 10◦E and 20◦W under the RCP4.5 (Figure 6a–d) and the RCP8.5 (Figure 6e–h). All
simulations display a similar and clear increase in potential temperature with height. These changes are
more pronounced under the RCP8.5 than RCP4.5, which may likely be a result of the T2m distribution
discussed earlier. Note, the near surface maximum ranging from 4 to 5 ◦C is located around 10◦ N,
while over the Sahel region; it exceeds 6 ◦C, especially under the RCP8.5 (Figure 6e–h). However,
under the RCP4.5 scenario, the warming is ranging between 1–2 ◦C, and 2–3 ◦C, over the Guinea
Coast, and north of 10◦ N, respectively (Figure 6a–d). All experiments exhibit the largest increase in
potential temperature in the upper levels of the troposphere (≈200–300hPa). Indeed, such warming
considerably decreases the instabilities and in turn induces a weakened vertical motion as previously
shown in Figure 5. Consequently, the upper level warming can likely enhance the mid-tropospheric
anticyclonic circulation and large-scale subsidence, thus resulting in reduction of precipitation in the
late 21st century. Overall, all these changes are consistent with the projected dry conditions over West
Africa, particularity over the Sahel. To investigate the relationship between this negative change in
precipitation regime and the large-scale WAM features, we next explore changes in AEJ and AEWs
dynamics and their interaction with precipitation.
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(d) RCM-MME45, (e) RegCM_GFDL85, (f) RegCM_HA85, (g) RegCM_MPI85, and (h) RCM-MME85.
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Figure 6. Projected changes in mean JJAS potential temperature (in ◦C) averaged between 10◦ W
and 20◦ E under RCP4.5 (top panels) and RCP8.5 (bottom panels) scenarios for (a) RegCM_GFDL45,
(b) RegCM_HA45, (c) RegCM_MPI45, (d) RCM-MME45, (e) RegCM_GFDL85, (f) RegCM_HA85, (g)
RegCM_MPI85, and (h) RCM-MME85.

3.2. Projected Changes in Atmospheric Circulation Features

3.2.1. Mean Changes in African Easterly Jet

In this section, we focus on the projected changes of the AEJ in terms of position and strength
through the simulation of meridional temperature gradients. The surface temperature gradient plays a
major role in the genesis and maintenance of the AEJ in the lower and middle troposphere. For instance,
the strength of the AEJ depends strongly on the position and intensity of meridional temperature
gradient [2,4,67,68]. As seen previously, the weakening of the vertical motion and the increase of
potential temperature in the upper level induce a redistribution of heat, which likely affects the AEJ
structure. Figure 7 displays the latitude–height cross sections of projected changes in meridional
temperature gradient averaged between 10◦E and 20◦W under theRCP4.5 (Figure 7a–d) and the RCP8.5
(Figure 7e–h) scenarios.

In general, the RegCM4 simulations and their ensemble means show a core of maximum positive
meridional temperature gradient below 700 hPa and centered toward 10◦ N. The temperature gradient
decreases with height from the surface into the free atmosphere while negative temperature gradients
are located above 300hPa. The RCP8.5 simulations exhibit a positive meridional temperature gradient
from the surface to the mid troposphere (650 hPa) with the maximum centered below 10◦ N in some
model simulations. However, we note a negative temperature gradient over the Sahara, extending
from the surface to the upper tropospheric levels. For example, the RegCM_HA85 located the
maximum between 10◦ N and 12◦ N, while this maximum is located below 10◦ N in RegCM_GFDL85,
RegCM_MPI85, and RCM-MME. Under the RCP4.5, the experiments show a similar spatial pattern
distribution, but the maximum meridional temperature gradient core is much weaker. The observed
changes in meridional temperature gradient are likely going to affect the zonal atmospheric circulation
pattern through the thermal wind relationship [2,8,67,68], which in turn impacts both the position and
strength of the AEJ.

The easterly anomaly may be due to the change in positive meridional temperature gradient
resulting from the low-level warming and surface baroclinicity. Overall, the different model experiments
produce substantially different projections of the AEJ core strength and location (Figure 8). However,
all projections show a quite consistent structure with negative values below 10◦N and positive values
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above it. In the RCP4.5 experiment, the contrast is more pronounced than the RCP8.5 simulation
which leads to a southward shift of the AEJ core. This shift is sharper in the RCP8.5 than in the RCP4.5.
We therefore concluded that when the warming is stronger, the AEJ core tends to move southward.
For instance, in both scenarios, the RegCM4 driven by GFDL exhibits a stronger AEJ. On the other
hand, when driven either by HadGEM or MPI, a much better AEJ shift is projected. Therefore, the
results indicate that in the late 21st century the AEJ exhibits a possible strengthening and a southward
shift toward the Guinea coast under both the RCP4.5 and the RCP8.5 scenarios. This is consistent
with their simulations of near surface temperature gradient and baroclinicity as discussed above. It is
worth mentioning that the RCM-MME (Figure 8h) positions the AEJ core around 8◦N over the ocean
while the RegCM_MPI45 (Figure 8e) locates the Jet position below 7◦N. These are probably due to the
position of the meridional temperature gradient and the weak baroclinicity. The observed AEJ induces
cyclonic shear to its south [68], while the southward migration of AEJ displaces the rainbelt toward
south, thus reducing the rainfall over the Sahel. We conclude that the rainfall decreases under warmer
climate found over West Africa, especially, Sahel is a consequence of projected positive temperature
gradient in the lower level, which induces a strengthening and a southward shift of the AEJ.
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Figure 7. Projected changes in mean JJAS meridional temperature gradient (◦C/km) averaged between
10◦W and 20◦E under RCP4.5 (top panels) and RCP8.5 (bottom panels) scenarios for (a) RegCM_GFDL45,
(b) RegCM_HA45, (c) RegCM_MPI45, (d) RCM-MME45, (e) RegCM_GFDL85, (f) RegCM_HA85, (g)
RegCM_MPI85, and (h) RCM-MME85.

To examine how strong the coupling between the precipitation and the AEJ is, we show in Figure 9
the covariance between the zonal wind at 650hPa and precipitation for the historical period and
both RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios. For the present climate, we first notice that negative covariance
coefficients prevail in almost all the West African domain. Since the zonal wind at 650 hPa is negative,
this indicates that the AEJ and the precipitation are strongly connected. In fact, the presence of
small areas with positive covariance coefficients suggests that the AEJ is not the only large-scale
feature controlling precipitation over West Africa. In future climate, the relationship between AEJ and
precipitation has decreased (but not suppressed) probably because of the southward displacement of its
core to the lower latitudes. Therefore, the warming weakens the interactions between the AEJ and the
precipitation over West Africa. This is a clear indication that other monsoon features such as the AEWs
play a key role in the WAM precipitation variability and its potential change under global warming.
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RegCM_HA85, (k) RegCM_MPI85, and (l) RCM-MME85.

3.2.2. Mean Changes in African Easterly Waves

Figure 10 shows the JJAS meridional gradients of isentropic potential vorticity (IPV) on the 315-K
isentropic surface (around 650-hPa pressure surface) for the current climate and both the RCP4.5 and the
RCP8.5 scenarios. Most of the multi-model simulations show a region of reversed IPV gradient between
12◦ N and 15◦ N. This gradient decreases with the increase of greenhouse gases (GHG)concentration in
the late future over West Africa. This negative gradient differs in the position and magnitude over
land. For example, for the current climate, the individual RCMs and the multi-model ensembles locate
this negative band around 10◦ N with different magnitudes of the gradients. In both scenarios, most
of the models and their multi-model ensembles locate this reversal below 10◦ N over land except for
RegCM_HA45 and RegCM_HA85 (Figure 10f,j) where it is initiated at 10◦ N. In any case, the existence
of the negative IPV gradients along the AEJ cores satisfies both the Charney–Stern and Fjortoff criteria
for instability and it occurs along the axis where AEJ is stronger after it has migrated southward in the
future. The spatial coverage of the negative IPV gradient is larger in the present day than in the late
21st century. However, the main cores are larger and stronger in the RCP4.5 than in the RCP8.5. This
is consistent with the reduced convective activities (see Figure 4) and implies that the background
environment of West Africa is less favorable for the growth and development of AEWs perturbations
during the future climate compared to the present day.

As a result, we expect the model experiments to generate different AEWs characteristics with
lower activity at the end of the 21st century. Indeed, all models project lower AEWs activity due
to lesser baroclinic and barotropic instabilities (Figure 11). Experiments such as RegCM_GFDLhis
and RegCM_MPIhis where the zonal strips of negative IPV were thinner and their magnitudes
smaller exhibit the largest decrease of AEWs activities for the future under the RCP8.5 scenarios (see
Figure 11e,g). This implies that the westward traveling convective systems embedded in the AEWs
and responsible for most of precipitation over West Africa will likely occur less by the end of the 21st
century. This, in fact, is consistent with the projected changes in precipitation.
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Figure 10. Seasonal mean of meridional isentropic potential vorticity (IPV) gradient (PVU/km) for JJAS
from (a) RegCM_GFDLhis, (b) RegCM_HAhis, (c) RegCM_MPIhis, (d) RCM-MME, (e) RegCM_GFDL45,
(f) RegCM_HA45, (g) RegCM_MPI45, (h) RCM-MME45, (i) RegCM_GFDL85,(j) RegCM_HA85, (k)
RegCM_MPI85, and (l) RCM-MME85.

To investigate whether global warming strengthens or weakens their relationship, we computed
the covariance coefficients between monsoon precipitation and AEWs activities in the current and
future climate (Figure 12). During the present day all model experiments and their ensemble means
agree that the rainfall association with AEWs shows a positive covariance over the Sahel region and
Guinea Coast during the WAM summer season, but with different magnitude. This is in line with
previous studies, which have found a positive relationship between precipitation and AEWs. For
example, Chen and Wang [69] have estimated that about 50% of the mean June-July-August-September
summer rainfall in West Africa occurs under the influence of AEWs. Additionally, about 90% of
the region’s seasonal rainfall is generated by organized convective systems [70,71]. Such convective
systems are frequently initiated by AEWs along and to the south of the AEJ [10]. Furthermore, in the
region between 5◦ N and 12◦ N (prevailing region for AEWs), increasing GHG concentration (i.e., going
from historical to RCP4.5 and RCP8.5) equal to the increases of covariance coefficients. However, under
the RCP4.5 and the RCP8.5, the simulations exhibit different patterns. In fact, increases in the former
are more confined along the Gulf of Guinea while increases in the latter are widespread over the area
of the AEWs occurrences. This indicates that global warming strengthens the interactions between
precipitation changes and AEWs occurrences.
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Figure 11. Projected changes in mean JJAS 2- to 10-day filtered meridional wind at 650 hPa (in
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RegCM_MPI85, and (h) RCM-MME85.
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Figure 12. Seasonal mean of covariance between mean precipitation (in mm/day) and the 2–10 days
filtered Meridional Wind (m/s) at 650 hPa for JJAS from (a) RegCM_GFDLhis, (b) RegCM_HAhis,
(c) RegCM_MPIhis, (d) RCM-MME, (e) RegCM_GFDL45, (f) RegCM_HA45, (g) RegCM_MPI45, (h)
RCM-MME45, (i) RegCM_GFDL85, (j) RegCM_HA85,(k) RegCM_MPI85, and (l) RCM-MME85.

4. Summary and Conclusions

In this paper, we utilized a set of three high-resolution (25 km) simulations from RegCM4
to investigate the late 21st century changes in the WAM large-scale circulation characteristics
under the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 aerosols and greenhouse gas concentration. A set of three Earth
System Models (GFDL, HadGEM2-ES, and MPI-ESM) participating in the fifth phase of the Coupled
Model Inter-comparison Project (CMIP5) were selected to provide initial and lateral boundary
conditions to the RegCM4. Of particular interest in this study, we specifically investigate the summer
(June-July-August-September; JJAS) seasonal mean changes in 2m-temperature, rainfall, and different
WAM features, along with the relationship between the changes in African Easterly Jet (AEJ), African
Easterly Waves (AEWs), convection and precipitation changes.

By the end of the 21st century and under both scenarios, all RegCM4 experiments predict a clear
increase in 2m-temperature but with different magnitudes over West Africa. The RCP8.5 scenario
exhibits larger warming, in the range of 3–8 ◦C, over most parts of the West African region. These results
are in line with previous findings [42–44] and indicate an increase of latent heating, which induces a
weakening of inland moisture convergence. We found that the moisture convergence lowering is more
pronounced over the Savanna-Sahel region, albeit with a different magnitude/sign and impact on the
precipitation changes over West Africa. For instance, both scenarios show a considerable reduction of
monsoon precipitation (more than 25%) with more extended drying conditions in the western Sahel
region, while parts of the Guinea Coast experience about 10% of positive precipitation change.

The analysis of large-scale changes in WAM circulation features reveals that the AEJ exhibits a
possible southward shift and strengthening, with the shift being more pronounced under the RCP8.5
than the RCP4.5. This is in response to the positive temperature gradient shift due to the low-level
warming and surface baroclinicity. Additionally, all experiments project decreases of AEWs activities,
which are likely due to lesser baroclinic and barotropic instabilities. The decreased easterly wave
activities are mostly driven by a decrease of reversed IPV gradient (consistent with the reduced
convective activities) between 12◦ N and 15◦ N, which is consistent in all regional model projections,
although with different spatial magnitudes and details. Indeed, such conditions combined with the
reduced convective activities suggest that the background environment of West Africa will be less
favorable for the growth and development of AEWs perturbations in the late 21st century. These
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changes in large-scale WAM dynamics can explain the widespread and the pronounced precipitation
reduction throughout the entire Savanna and Sahel regions. However, further analysis is required to
elucidate the potential mechanism underlying the future enhancement of rainfall over the eastern Sahel
projected by certain models (see Figure 2; e.g., RegCM_HA45, RegCM_HA85, and RegCM_MPI_85).

Previous modeling studies have shown that the weakening of the summer monsoon precipitation
over the Sahel is associated with a decrease of the easterly wave activities [40,41,72] and to the
shrinking of the monsoon season (late onset and early cessation) as discussed by Diallo et al. [59]
and Mariotti et al. [41]. Here, in addition to a weakening of the AEWs activities, we found a possible
strengthening and a southward shift of the AEJ (i.e., northward disappearance). The results presented
in this paper advance understanding of the relationship between AEJ, AEWs, and precipitation changes
at various levels of increase in radiative forcing in the late 21st century. However, to further explore
the robustness of the relationships revealed in this paper; future studies using different high-resolution
regional models with large ensemble are recommended.
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